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1. After Dakar

The totally negative reaction of the Government to the
Dakar visit 10 the ANC set up by Dr Slabbert must not be
allowed to undermine the potential importance of that
event. Nor should the oulrage 01 the massive bomb
exploded in Johannesburg to coincide with his return.
Caught in the web of its own propaganda the Government
was hardly likely to brand the expedition, in public
anyway, as anything else than a traitorous grovelling at
the leet 01 the enemy, We hope that privately its mind is a
lillie more open and that, after the initial furore, the
discussion of what was said and done during Ihose few
weeks is brought on to a rational level. The State
President's threats in the parliamentary debate on his
budget to see Ihat such a thing doesn't occur again and to
stop overseas funding of extra· parliamentary groups, do
not promise much hope at this happening. On the other
hand his decision no longer to make the renunciation of
violence a condition for the early release of political
offenders is encouraging
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Mr Botha has said that the whites who wentlo Dakarwere
dupes. That for all the reasonableness they showed on
this occasion there were hard-line Communists amongst
the ANC delegation. That it was notable that no representatives of the military wing of the ANC were there. We
suspect that most of the South African contingent were
quite aware of this and took it into account. They would
probably argue. as we would. that discussions of this
nature, which help to destroy the stereotyped view each
side has of the other, can only strengthen the hand of
reasonable people in the ANC camp.
The question is, will they strengthen the hand of reasonable people in the South African camp? First signs are not
all that hopeful, but our future is so ob~Cllre that the
contacts established in Dakar may yet pr(lve 01 greal
value In the years that lie ahead For one thing Is quite
certain and that is that the ANC, as a very Important
element in our political scene. is not going to go
away.O

2. Retreat of the Rule of Law.
When the majority judgment in the Omar case (reviewed
on page 16) was handed down in July, the Appeal Court
sounded aganeral retreat in the face of emergency rule in
South Africa. The judgment, delivered by acting Chief
Justice Rabie, appears to accord with the view expressed
by him in a recent interview that it is naive 10 think Ihatthe
situation in South Africa could be quelled by bringing

people to court. The message is clear - there is no real
place lor the rule 01 law under emergency government.
Judgments like this undermine the credibility of the taw
and the courts in South Africa. Emergency rule in this
country is now a permanent institution. There is no
alternation between ordinary rule and·emergency rule as
in democratic societies, only an oscillation between
undeclared emergencies and declared emergencies. It
lollows that the citizen in South Africa can never look
forward to a time when basic rights will be fully protected
by the law and the courts. Under current emergency
powers, as interpreted by the Appeal Court in the Omar
case, his position has worsened from substantial nonprotection to almost complete non-protection. The reti·

cence of the judges might have some point and purpose if
it is intended to enable the executive authorities to create
the conditions in which basic rights will flourish. It seems
indefensible when the best that can be hoped for is •
return to undeclared emergency law, including bannings
and indefinite detention. In this light the Omar judgment
stands out as a serious abdication.
'Normal' security law in South Africa is a charter lor
lawless official conduct. Under emergency law that
lawlessness becomes almost absolute and the citizen is
little better than a 'sacrificial rabbit'. Judges, by reason of
their implied commitment to a reign 01 law should never
submit to brute power; rather they should tame and
control it wherever they can. They have a responsibility
too for selling appropriate standards forolficial behaviour
and providing institutional leadership in the creation and
extension of the rule of lawstate. The majority judgment in
Omar suggests that they are declining this task and that
their role in the future may at best be one of irrelevance.O

3. THE UNIVERSITIES AND THE
PRESS
It is not only the rights of the individual which are facing
new assaults. The universities and newspapermen seem
suddenly to be at graver risk than ever before.
Universities have been presented with a series of demands from the government to curb the political activities
of their staff and students. As might be expected the
political activity which is the reason lor the demands is
anti-government activity. Detail of what is being asked for
is not yet public knowledge as we write but the threat
seems to be that universities which do not control their
members as the Government would like them to do will
have to paylor it-literally. Theirsubsidieswill be reduced,
and in some cases they may be fined. Hard-pressed
financially by cuts forced on them in recent years by a
depressed economy, the universities are now being put
on the financial rack. It isa devilishly cynical weapon to try
to force the voice of dissent into silence, in the places
where it should be most clearly heard.
Some students (if they are not agents provocateur) are
making it as difficult as possible for their universities to
fight back. Painstaking repairs have had to be made to the
fragile fabric of university life at UCT since the O'Brien

affair. That has now been shattered by the break up by
students of two meetings to be addressed by speakers of
whom they disapproved, on the very eve of their Principal's meeting with the Minister to discuss the new
threats.
In the newspaper world MrTonyHeard, editor of the Cape
Times, the man who published an interview with Oliver
Tambo in defiance of the censorship laws and who has
received international recognition for his stand against
apartheid, has been sacked. He has not been sacked by a
Government-supporting newspaper company but by one
ostensibly opposed to it. His one consolation may be that
he joins laurence Gandar, Raymond louw and Allister
Sparks on that honourable scrap-heap that this particular
company seems to reserve for its bravest and most
distinguished editors.
Perhaps we will hear in this case, as we did in that of the
Rand Daily Mail, that its editorial policies are losing the
Cape Times money. II we do, that will unfortunately only
add to the all-tao-common current view that in acapitalist
enterprise, where questions of principle and profit clash,
profit always wins.D
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by Michael Savage

DAKAR DIALOGUE

There was sadness among those who travelled 10 Dakar,
at having 10 journey from the southernmost part of Africa
to its most westerly tip to engage in the simple process of
dialogue between South Africans. The physical and
political journeys covered by all participants 10 arrive at
Oakarformed a symbol of the distance which While South
Africa yet has to move 10 break out of the imprisoning
structures of apartheid.

The dust is slill settling around the Dakar conference,
which took place from 9 to 12 July, and any cool
assessment of its significance needs 10 be founded on as
much information about what look place as is possible.
Those who went to Dakar have an obligation 10 report
back widely and what follows is one contribution to this
process and focuses on the ANC policies outlined at the
conference.
The 61 person group assembled by IDASA (the Institute
for Democratic Alternatives in South Africa) to join in
dialogue with African National Congress was a disparate
one, whose full membership was not known to me or to
most others prior to assembling in London. The press had
considerable difficulty in labelling the group, at times
referring to them inaccurately as Afrikaners (most were
but many were not), or as liberals (many were but several
were not) or as Whites ( most were classified such, others
were not), and this difficulty highlighted the diversity of
the political beliefs and backgrounds 01 the members 01
the group. It is simplest to refer to them as the 'internal'
group and to stress that its members were neither
delegated, nor mandated, to represent anyone but
themselves. The group had few women in it, a weakness
that was commented upon both within the group and by
ANC members.
The ANC group, led by Thabo Mbeki, Director of Information. consisted of 17 persons delegated to represent
the ANC. It included 5 persons from the National Executive Committee (Thabo Mbeki, Pallo Jordan, Mac
Maharaj, Francis Melli and Aziz Pahad) and was drawn
from ANC members working in Zambia, Scandinavia.
England, Ireland, the United States and West Africa. The
delegation included two women, both occupying impor·
tant positions in the organization, as well as persons
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Thabo Mbeki with members of the SA Group
Dakar July 7987

directly concerned with such areas as ANC youth affairs.
with culture, publications and religion. Wholly unsurprisingly (except to some of my questioners on return
home) their knowledge of contemporary events in South
Africa was detailed and excellent, wllh at least one of their
members having left South Africa only recently.
From the two groups two ligures stood out - Thabo Mbeki
and van Zyl Siabbert - for their keen intellects, finely
honed political analyses and qualities of leadership.
Within conference discussions, as well as outside. and
particularly when responding to probing questions,
Thabo Mbeki demonstrated an outstanding ability to lay
bare and examine the heart 01 an issue. Assessed by any
international standards his talents are impressive, as are
his diplomatic and negotiating skills.
From arrival to departure all the South Africans were
extended an almost embarrassingly warm welcome by
the Senegalese government. The 'internal' group arrived
to be met by the Chief of Protocol and ushered into the
airport V.I.P. lounge. escorted by motorcycle outriders to
the hotel and, later. with the ANC delegation were given
receptions both at the Presidential Palace and the
residence of the Minister of Education. Unobtrusive and
efficient twenty-four hour security by the Senegalese
police was provided to ensure the safety of both groupsan irony that did not go unnoticed by several South
Africans. Few were untouched by the warmth of the
reception from the Senegalese which illustrated both the

apartheid regime must escalate further and escalate not
merely in the area of armed struggle. The ANC emphasised that they were very occupied with the issue of
indiscriminate political violence, and that it had always
been their position that every act of the armed struggle
should have a clear objective for it made no sense in any
arena to use violence indiscriminately. They noted that
with the expansion of the armed struggle, involving
internal recruits less prepared and over whom they did
not have close control, more possibilities existed that
The Conference
mistakes could occur but it remained their policy not to
The conference itself was opened by President Abdou
attack soft targets. The point was made in several forms
by the ANC that it was no use blaming the victims of
Diouf, in a ceremony addressed by Madame Mitterand,
attended by Senegalese cabinet members, by diplomats,
apartheid for engaging in an armed struggle, when the
and byfartoo many television crews and lights for comfort
source of violence derived from the fact that the use of
in the hot and humid Dakar climate. Thabo Mbeki's
force is fundamental to the daily existence of racial
domination.
address to the opening stressed that South Africans have
to be their own liberators and that while the ANC was
The lengthy discussions on this topic provided the
committed to the further escalation of both a political and
backdrop to discussion of the importance of a negotiated
a military attack on the apartheid state, that it was of vital
resolution to the South African conflict. All participants
importance that whites should abandon racism and move
were agreed that a negotiated selliement was desirable
with a minimum delay. to helping establish a non-racial
and that progress toward this was being blocked by
democracy in South Africa.
Pretoria. It was clear from the discussions thai the ANC
On return to the hotel, where the conference itself took
has never removed from its vision the possibility of a
negotiated settlement. However, the ANC position was
place, four major agenda topics were agreed upon. Each
was introduced by an 'internal' speaker and responded to
that negotiations were not possible until all political
prisoners had been released, organisations unbanned,
by an ANC member. The 'internal' papers (by Andre du
only then could questions about negotiations themselves
Toit, Lawrence Schlemmer, Leon Louw and Christo Nel)
had previously been sent tothe ANC and the responses to
be addressed and considered. The ANC delegation
these, although delivered by individuals, represented the
indicated that the release of Nelson Mandela could help
ANC position. The formal topic areas covered were four: (i)
unlock the political proc'ess toward negotiations. In 1985
Strategies for bringing about fundamental change in
they had received a message that the State might be
South Africa, (ii) the problem of building national unity, (iii)
prepared to release political prisoners, including Nelson
perspectives on the structures of a government of a free
Mandela, but that it was worried about the potential
South Africa, and (iv) the economy of a liberated South
violence that may follow these releases. The ANC then
Africa.
'
had suggested that a smarr delegation from their National
These topics provided umbrellas for free-ran in disExecutive go to So.uth.Africa to talk to political prisoners
. .
g. g
and popular organisations - but there was no response
cussl~n~ of ma~~ Issues - ~he armed st~ug~r,.vlOle~ce,
'iriP4 he State to their efforts to assist in achieving this
negotIation, pOI~llcal pluralism and a B~lt 0 Rlgh!.~ln,al.- I..>k:.:vital precondition for negotiafions. Their view was that the
welcome that awaits a democratic South Africa from
African states and their eagerness to help in any process
that may contribute to the birth of a non-racial South
Africa. Overshadowing Ihe Senegalese welcome to the
'internal' group however, was the welcome to it by the
ANC delegation, who awaited their arrival late at night at
their shared hotel to greet their fenow South Africans,
many of whom they had knowledge of but few 01 whom
they had met.

:unt~r~u~~~~~t~~ICna~t~hr:f~ft~~~o~~=t~a~~~~~:~s~~~~~c:;~

th

d f d' t 'b r
. r
b'
th
e, nee .or IS n u Ive J~S Ice,. elng ~mong e many
~O~I~~ raIsed and examined In varying degrees of
e al .
The first agenda topic led directly into a tough and frank
discussion of the ANC's resolve to maintain and intensify
the armed struggle. The 'internal' group expressed deep
reservations about this strategy, its impact on civilians,
and the consequences of confronting the South African
state on a terrain where it is at its strongest. fn addition
members of the group expressed their considerable
concern at the uncontrolled political violence occuring
inside South Africa. A probing debate ensued with the
ANC delegation outlining the historical circumstances
surrounding their 'painful decision' to engage in arm.ed
struggle, that had been arrived at only after other
strategies had failed to rid South Africa of racial oppression. The ANC delegation stressed that the armed
struggle was only one of four major parts of their strategy,
the other three parts involved internal mass mobilization,
international mobilization to isolate the regime and the
building of liberation structures within Soulh Africa. Their
view was that the seriousness of the South African
situation meant that on all fronts their struggle against the

~illing

n~gotia~~ a~d

S.tate was not
to
that this was
directly responsible for the intensifIcation of the armed
struggle. The ANC also made it clear that Ihe shape of a
future negotiation table would be two sided- on one side
would be the Forces of Democracy, and would include
such organisattons as the UDF, COSATU and religious
groups and on the other side would be racists. It was also
pointed out that any demand for a moratorium on the
armed struggle to enable negotiations to get underway
faced the inherent danger of the State or 'vigilante
groups' using armaments during such a moraforium with
the specific aim of attempting to discredit the ANC. It was
also noled by the ANC that negotiations concerning the
Vietnam War had taken place during the war and prior to
any cease fire. Nevertheless the ANC position was that a
moratorium could be considered if serious negotiations
were a real possibility and that these would produce a
practical, real resullthat would be seen by the people of
South Africa. On several occasions the ANC stressed
their eagerness either to institute 'negotiations about
negotiations' or 10 initiate the process toward negotiations and their sadness at the obstacles erected and
maintained by the South African State that were preventing a negotiated solution to the existing conflict in
South Africa.
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The issue of political pluralism also was examined at
some length in the discussions. The ANC made clear that
as an organisation it had engaged in efforts to provide a
broad front and to yoke a variety of democratic groups and
organizations into the struggle. At one point it had been
argued internally that no person who was a member of
another political organisation could be a member of the
ANC. This argument has been consistently rejected and
the ANC stated that it had always resisted the temptation
to become solely socialist or exdusive of liberals. for its
concern is to encourage united action against apartheid.
ANC delegates stressed that Congress was concerned
with leadership against apartheid and not with the
hegemony over all the forces opposing it. Consequently
the ANC had participated in the formation of a range of
different organisations acting against apartheid, had
shared common trenches with different organisations,
had developed a respect for them and that in a post·
apartheid South Africa it would be unequivocally com·
mitted to political pluralism. It was pointed out by ANC
members in discussions that the ANC itself in a future
South Africa could dissolve into its constituent parts.
What was made clear was that the ANC commitment to
political pluralism would not be extended to advocates 01
racism and that a future South Africa would have a
"liberatory intolerance" of racism and fascism, that will
lead, as in other societies, to racism becoming a punishable offence.
In the context of this discussion the 'internal' group also
raised the issue of a future Bill of nlights. TheANC position
was that it had no problem with an entrenched Bill of
Rights in a post-apartheid South Africa although a clear
distinction would have to be drawn between rights and
privileges. Basic human rights would be safeguarded, the
rights of women would be protected, while privileges,
such as the group areas act, would not. This discussion
tied in with the concerns expressed by members of the
'internal' group concerning the safeguarding of the
Afrikaans language and of Afrikanercultural identity, and
lead to repeated assurances by the ANC that these would
not be under threat in a new South Africa. The Afrikaans
language was a language used and respected by millions
of South Africans and the ANC had no desire to see this
changed and wished to see people's cultural heritages
protected.
Finally an important area of discussion should be briefly
touched upon here - the structure of a post-apartheid
economy. The ANC pointed out their desire to see a mixed
economy existing in a future South Africa but with the
State controlling the commanding heights of it. They
viewed the severe imbalances of wealth and the maldistribution of economic resources as necessarily
meaning that some programme of nationalization would
be required to redress such imbalances. The ANC
delegation did not believe that it would be either desirable
or feasible for a new government to take over at 12 and to
nationalise banks, mining houses at 12.30. They viewed
such a perspective as extremely naive for there would
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have to be intensive consultation among all forces of
change, including some business groupings, before any
programme of nationalization was instituted. It was
emphasised by the ANC that they recognised that
sanctions and the intensification of the struggle against
apartheid would increase such immediate problems
facing a future South Africa. as providing adequate
health, housing and education for all citizens. However,
they viewed this as acost that hadto be measured against
the urgency of taking steps to excise apartheid from
South Africa and deal with the damage that it was causing.
It was evident from discussions that ANC economic policy
is rooted in the Freedom Charter and that precise
mechanisms for dealing with economic issues in a postapartheid South Africa have yet to be decided. In this
context an invitation was issued to South Africans to
begin now to contribute to working out mechanisms wich
would address such issues as the redistribution of
land.
While the items touched upon formed some of the main
areas of discussion there were many other themes
running through conference discussions. Thus, for instance, the KwaNatal Indaba was discussed and the
reasons for the ANC rejection of it outlined (among these
being that it could entrench further the fragmentation of
South Africa; it deflected the struggle for liberation; it did
not have the support of the UDF or any other widely based
mass movement and it could lead to increased repression
by the local state). It is obviously not possible in this report
to do more than provide some broad brush-strokes of the
contours of the ANC position on some of the topics raised.
The positions outlined by theANC were nof new positions
but it was scarcely to be expected of any 75 year old
organisation that it should flip-flop and zig-zag by adopting new positions at any conference it participates in.
What was important was that its positions were presented
clearly to an 'internal' group of South Africans, were
debated with them, both inside and outside of the
conference room - over meals, around the swimming
pool, while touring factories, during receptions, in hotel
rooms - these debates cannot be immediately assessed,
but without doubt the ANC listened carefully to the issues
raised by the 'internal group' and will consider these in
their internal deliberations. The 'internal group' came
away with a far clearer understanding of the ANC position
and with a fuller view of the nature of the South African
conflict. All had been driven to Dakar by a desire for a
peaceful solution to the South African question and came
away with repeated assurances from the ANC of its
resolve to work for a non-racial democracy that would be
inclusive of White South Africans.
The conference ended at a formal session on Goree
Island off the coast of Dakar, after a visit to the Slave
House through which some 15 to 20 million people had
passed en route to a life of slavery. The thought did not
escape several that South Africa itself one day may have a
monument to apartheid, but on a island off Cape
Town.O

by Robert M o r r e l l _

HEY BABE, TAKE A WALK ON THE
WILD SIDE.

Tourists and Transkei's Wild Coast.

Fourteen years ago LM radio often used to playa song by
quantity only. For the most part Transkei was left to
New York Rock singer Lou Reed. The beat was slow, the
struggle along with pol-holed gravel roads, out-of-order
style laid back. "Hey Babe, Take a Walk on the Wild Side".
party lines and kerosene lamps. Thecoast attracted a few
hotels which bravely tried to keep up with the times.
This was a song that mellowed the mind. For many it
evoked images of the carefree wilderness that was the
Elsewhere it was a case of relying on outdated techWild Coast.
nology, charm and cheap crayfish to get by. Ironically it
For years the Wild Coast has conjured up visions of
was precisely the failure of the Wild Coast to develop and
natural beauty, fine fishing and unspoiled beaches. Here
adopt the gimmicks of the modern tourist age that
attracted travellers.
was a place that allowed for the gay abandon of nudity and
the best dope in the sub-continent. For the less hedonThe Wild Coast was not impervious to external pressures.
The social forces that initially had bypassed it returned to
istic there were the resorts that mesmerised with their
melodic names; Umgazi, Sinangwana, Mkamba\l,
impress their change. The agent of change emerged from
Hluleka, Dwesa. For those who refused to be seduced by
the African forms of government preserved for over a
Afrrcan poetry, CoHee Bay, Trennery's ~d the Haven
century by South Africa's white rulers. In 1948 the
Nationalist Party set about bringing the system to full
offered refuge from the hassles of everyday1'fle. The Wild
Coast had something to oHer everybody. E..4Ii:<6an}c;OJ;'I::J1!~Juritytwith its Apartheid policy. In 1976 Chief K.D.
robbers like Stander, who safely camped out in Transkei - ~a nzima became the first homeland leader to accept
when the heat was on, could appreciate its merits.
independence. International recognition soon became
his obsession. He conc~ived 01 n.u~erous biz.ane
The Wild Coast's special attraction lay in acombination of
tempestuous seas, natural beauty and the striking absc.hemes to trap the worl~ mto r~cognlsmg Transkel. All
sence of neon lights, ritzy nightspots and stifling hufatled. Undeterre~, .he tned a dtffe~ent t~Ck. He be~an
manity which normally sully tourist areas. The history of
boldly to a~sert hts tnde~endence v~s a VIS South Afnc~.
Transkei has played a major part in preserving the coast
Amon.gst hts e~rly exp.lerJ~ents to thts end was the herotc
for tourists. In the 19th century, Xhosa resistance to the
severtng of dIplomatIc ttes. Another, more successful,
invasion of Cape and British soldiers succeeded in
venture .was to get Sol ~erzner to erect an opulent h~tel
preventing extensive white settlement north of the Kei
and caStno at Mzamba;, Just south of Port Edward and Just
Although distorted by contact with colonial administra~
inside Transkei. Matanzim~ calculated that the ~roject
tion, African forms of government remained. Neither the
wo~ld bestow both prestige and wealth on hts new
South African state nor white settlers had much reason to
regtme.
invest in the area. Thus it was that South Africa's system of
Moneywasa subject never far from the heart ofTranskei's
racial capitalism was implanted by small-scale, unspecbattle-hardened leader. Nor was he one to give up a
tacular agents 01 social change. Only white traders,
chance to increase his own considerable fortune. He
Native Affairs Department oHicials and migrant labourers
already controlled the lion's share of Transkei's petrol
ensured thatTranskei felt the powerful tremors of change
sales and now sought to move into tourism itself. He
emanating from the epicentreof South African history, the
obtained a share in the Colfee Bay hotel and before long a
Witwatersrand..
tar road snaked its way down to the coast. In April 1985
It was Jhe failure of the region's infrastructure to match
Matanzima gave evidence of the true extent of his
the changes experienced in rural relations that mar.ked
personal ambition with a bill (the 'Idi Amin bill') which
Transkei as part of the periphery. Big tar roads, telewould have forced out all non-Transkeian businessmen
and made available their businesses to Transkeian
phones, Escom electricity, chlorinated water supply and
the other advantages of full incorporation into the
citizens (including K D himself, of course). The bill was
developing regional economy were granted in meagre
withdrawn and South Africans continued to invest. The
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interest shown in tourism naturally began to change the
character of the coast. Other changes within the regional
economy accelerated this process. The declining value of
the Rand meant that more tourists stayed in South Africa
and some of these began visiting the Wild Coast, Slowly
the area was pulled into the mainstream of South African
tourism and began losing its romantic remoteness.
The economic downturn affected not only the wealthy.
Transkei's destitute rural population (itself the product of
Transkei's peripheral position in the regional economy)
now began to feel the effects of retrenchments and
drought. Cholera took lives in Port SI. Johns and Umtata
in 1983. Along the hiking trails of the coast tourists began
to report that the locals were being aggressive. Particularly in Pondoland, stonings and thefts became common. A prominent Natal canoist was stabbed when he
attempted to apprehend a thief one night. Transkei
responded to the crisis with its usual sensitivity. It
dispatched its stripling army to Pondoland where poverty
was manifesting itself in, among other ways, bloody
faction lights. Details of Transkei Defence Force action
are sketchy but nearly 100 Mpondo were killed. The
region was made governable and nervous tourists were
reassured that the area was safe. Strong-arm tactics,
however, could not obscure the fact that things had
deteriorated. The Port St. Johns hotels had to turn away
visitors because the water supply had dried up. In·
creasing numbers of tourists complained about the
disintegrating roads, the frequency with which alienated
country folk stoned passing cars and the alarmingly high
levels of drunkenness amongst the police and army
members manning the roadblocks that sprang up
throughout the country.
The task of developing tourism in a newly independent
country proved difficult. Untoward happenings bedevilled
allempts to convince prospective holidaymakers to visit
the Wild Coast. In contrast to the glossy pamphlet put out
by the Transkei Development Corporation extolling
Transkei's beauty, the dominant images were of innocent
white motorcyclists arrested and kept without food in the
Bizana prison, of a world champion disco queen shot
dead in Mzamba's parking lot and of a black hole of
Calcutta lock-up at the hotel used lor incarcerating
guests forconduct unbecoming. NorcouldTranskeiclaim
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to have avoided the political trouble that rippled through
South Africa in 1984. The UniversityofTranskei proved an
unwilling witness to the Bantustan policy and academics
were deported and students detained in the troubles that
followed. Two spectacular guerilla attacks in Umtata
indicated that the ANC was not neglecting its homeland
operations. In 1985 and 1986 the fuel depot and the
Umtata police stations were attacked, denting not only
the fuel supply butthe morale of the security forces. At the
Mzamba complex a bomb exploded in April 1986 killing
two and sending shock waves through the tourist industry
as a whole.
Perhaps the worst blow to tourism resulted from pelty
nationalist rivalry between Ciskei and Transkei. (It should
be noted that this Lilliputian feud stemmed from the same
forces that gave Transkei political identity in a whitedominated South Africa. Segregation and Apartheid
policies kept Transkei black and, incidentally, preserved
the coastline for tourists. But Apartheid also exaggerated
petty nationalisms and gave the homelands the military
wherewithal to pursue nationalist ambitions.) The most
recent manifestation of the feud began in September
1986 with the brazen rescue of Charles Sebe, one-time
strongman of Ciskei's security forces, from a Ciskei gaol.
Tit for tat detentions followed, a war of words escalated
and South Africa stepped in to ease the situation. It
arranged a detaineeswopat the Kei Border post just after
Christmas, 1986. Having failed to rescue a member of
Lennox Sebe's family held in Transkei, the Ciskei retaliated by initiating a plan to deport all Transkeians
resident in Ciskei in January 1987. In turn Transkei
responded with an abortive attack on the Sebe residence
in February. The impact that this is likely to have on
tourism is difficult to assess. On the one hand, the AA has
already warned motorists to avoid Transkei. On the other,
Sol Kerzner has recently announced plans for a R30
million resort for Umtata.
Despite these misfortunes the Wild Coast continues to
lure tourists. But now they have to contend with another
dimension of wild. The sea is stiH wild, the vegetation
likewise. The area manages to appear wild in its remoteness. But now the costs of being on the periphery are
being counted in thefts, stonings and assaults. For
tourists, Wild has laken on a whole new meaning.o
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"THE POWER OF THE POWERLESS"
PART 2
In the first part of this article, Robin Hallett suggested that with the forces of counter-revolution at
present dominant in South Africa, liberals here
might gain from accounts of the experiences of
others living under profoundly oppressive regimes.
He referred 10 a collection of essays - The Power of
the Powerless - by a group of Czech dissidents
(called "Chartists" after their 1977 manifesto
Charter 77) recently published in an English translation: and proceeded to give asummary of the titleessay of this collection (written by Vaclav Havel),
adding comments about its relevance to South
African conditions. The summary continues as
follows.

aloud what the rest cannot say or are afraid to say'.
'Dissident' is 'primarily an existential attitude', growing
out of 'the everyday human world, the world of daily
tension between the aims of life and the aims of the
system'. It is this very ordinariness that frightens the
authorities and leads them to denounce 'dissidents' in the
blackest of terms, as subversives trying to overthrow the
whole system. (In the same way in South Africa it is
impossible for the authorities to acknowledge that dissidence springs'rom genuine grievances: it must always be
linked to the malign influence of external 'agitators'.)

Caught up within the system, what are ordinary people 10
do? One possible line of approach Havelfinds by recalling
the concept of 'small scale work' put forward by Thomas
Masaryk who was to'become the father of the CzechosloTalk about 'changing' or 'reforming' the system is really no
vak nation, at a time when Czechs and Slovaks were living
under Habsburg rule. Masaryk had in mind 'honest and
more than grappling with a 'pseudo-problem', 'We know
from a number of harsh experiences that neither reform or
responsible work in widely differing areas of life but within
change is in itself a guarantee of anything. (p. 53). 'A
the existing social order', work that would 'stimulate
better system will not automatically ensure a belter life. In
national creativity and national self-confidence'. He
fact the opposite is true: only by creating a better life can a
placed special emphasis on 'upbringing and education'.
better system be developed.' (p. 52) 'Our concern is
'Transforming the nature of the nation began with the
whether we can live with dignity in such a system, whether
transformation of human beings'. (p. 61)
it serves people rather than people serving it.' (p. 53).
This notion of the importance of small scale work is still
alive in Czechoslovakia today,. Things would be far worse
(Again how relevant Havel's words are to all those who
talk about 'reform' or 'dismantling apartheid'.)
but for the contribution of Many hard-working people
Havel then turns to consider the special meaning of the
trying to do the best they can, 'These people assume
terms 'opposition' and 'dissidence' within the post-totaficorrectly tl1Si every piece of good work is an indirect
tarian system. Clearly 'opposition' has a connptation '_
~rit.ici~~ of bad poHtiC~'. (p. 61) B~t there are clear
entirely different from that applied to the word in d ~~ ~ IImltatl~:>ns to the eff~cllVen~s.s of thiS approach: Here
cratic society, where it implies the legitimacy of aiHavel. IS able to prOVide a VIVid example from. hiS own
temative contestants for power. 'For many decades the
expeTlenc~..In 19~4 when .Havel wa~ workmg at a
powerful ruling society in the Soviet bloc has used the
brewery, hiS ImmedIate superior, a ce~am S, was a man
absolutely devoted to the art of breWing. The brewery's
label 'opposition' as the blackest of indictments as
synonymous with the term 'enemy'. 'When such a I~bel
~anagement wa~ ~ade up of ,POI.itical appointees who~e
can lead 'straight to the gallows' people are clearly
I~norance of their Job was brl.ngmg th.e brewery.to rum.
unwilling to apply it to themselves. (So the signatories of
~mally S, exasper~ed a~ havmg all hiS suggestions for
Charter 77 made a special point of stressing that they
Improvem,ent bru~ed aSl~e, ~rote a !ong memorandum
were not an opposition,) (P. 56).
and sent It to a higher office m the hIerarchy above the
local management. But the management had friends in
But those who reject the term 'opposition' have another
the right places. S was described as a 'political saboteur',
moved to another brewery and given a very inferior
reason for doing so 'For people who have decided to live
within the truth.
it is naturally disagreeable to feel
position. Thus are 'dissidents' created. All too often those
required to define their own original and positive 'position'
who allempt to follow the notion of 'small-scale works',
who genuinely try to live within the truth, find that this path
negatively, . , to think of themselves primarily as people
who are against something, not simply as people who are
inevitably leads 10 'dissent', (pp. 62-63), (Socontemporary
what they are: (p. 56) (This point is equally relevant to the
South Africa provides many instances of those who, trying
term and concept of 'anti-apartheid'.)
to work within the system, to introduce change from
'Dissident' is a label which was first applied by western
within, have found themselves falling foul of the authorijournalists to certain people in Soviet bloc countries
ties and been faced with the alternatives of dismissal,
whose writings, published underground, indicated their
resignation or a careful show of conformity.)
disagreement with the existing system. But to think of
Most attempts to 'live within the truth' are known only to
'dissidents' as a special category of persons is misthe
individual him- or herself, They represent 'an eleleading. 'Dissidents' are essentially 'ordinary people with
mentary revolt against manipulation'. But when 'Hving
ordinary cares, differing from the rest only in that they say
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within the truth becomes articulate in a particular way'when these self-emancipated individuals begin to communicate with others who have gone through the same
process - then 'something is born which may be called
"the independent, spiritual, social and political life of
society".' This life 'includes everything from self-education and thinking about the world, through free creative
activity and its communication to others, to the most
varied civic attitudes, including instances of independent
self-organization'. This last manifestation may later come
to be described as 'dissident movements'. Prominent
'dissidents' attract publicity, but they represent no more
than the tip of the iceberg. Theycannot be separated from
all those who help to maintain the 'independent life of
society' and who may not necessarily think of themselves
as 'dissidents'. Their number includes 'teachers who
privately teach young people things that are kept from
them in the state schools; clergymen who try to carry on a
free religious life; painters, musicians and singers who
practice their work regardless of how it is looked on by
official institutions; everyone who shares this independent culture and helps to spread it; people ... who try to
express and defend the actual social interests of workers,
to put real meaning back into trade unions or form
independent ones; people who are not afraid to call the
attention of officials to cases 01 injustice ... and the
different groups of young people who try to extricate
themselves from manipulation and live in their own way ..
The list could go on: (p. 66)
To many observers 'dissident movements' seem to suller
from one essential disadvantage. They are of necessity
always on the defensive, they are not in a position to
frame 'positive' political programmes. But to Havel this
apparent weakness is in reality 'their greatest strength'.
'Politics has been forced to return to its only proper
starting point, individual people.' 'The central concern of
political thought is no longer abstract visions of a selfredeeming, 'positive' model ... 'but rather the people who
have so far merely been enslaved by those models and
their practices.' (p. 68)
Dissident movements in the Soviet bloc lay especial
stress on the principle of legality, openly urging the
regime to respect human and civil rights as defined in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in its own
constitution. There are two reasons for this stress on
legality. One derives from a realistic appraisal of the
nature of the post-totalitarian state. 'There are in essence
only two ways to'sfruggle for a free society': through legal
means and through revolt. Revoll may be appropriate in
certain circumstances: against an army of occupation
during a war, for example, or against a classical dictatorship in a state of collapse. In the post-totalitarian
system, on the other hand, society is 'soporific', 'submerged in a consumer rat-race'. Many individuals are
caught upwithin the system itself and would find anything
like revoll unacceptable. Add to this the powers of control
and surveillance at the system'S disposal and it is evident
that any revoll 'would be almost technically impossible to
carry off'. (p. 70)
The second reason for supporting legality lies 'deeper in
the innermost structure of the 'dissident' attitude'. This
attitude derives from a fundamental hostility to the notion
of violence. (Violence can be accepted 'only as a necessary evil in extreme circumstances, when direct violence
can only be met by violence and where remaining passive
would in effect be supporting violence'.) Dissidents have a
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'profound belief that a future secured by violence might
actually be worse than what exists now'. They turn away
from 'abstract political visions of the future towards
concrete human beings and ways of defending them
effectively in the here and now'. They reject the idea of the
violent political overthrow of the system not because it is
too radical but 'on the contrary because it does not seem
radical enough'. (p. 71). Many classical Marxists regard
fhe struggle for human rights as 'hopelessly legalistic,
illusory, opportunistic and ultimately misleading' because
of its notion that there can be some form of negotiation
with the exploiters on the basis of a false legality.
Obsessed with the notion of class struggle, they think of
the future in terms of revolution. Buf not being able to find
anyone determined enough to carry through their revolution, they end up 'bitter, sceptical, passive and
ultimately apathetic'. (p. 72)
But does an appeal to legaJJly make any sense when the
laws-especially general laws guaranteeing human rights
-are no more than a facade? 'Is the legalistic approach at
all compatible with the principle of "living within the
truth"? To answer such a question one must look more
closely at the way the legal code functions in the post·
totalitarian system is 'permeated by a dense network of
that prevailing in a classical dectatorship where the ruler
carries out his will in an arbitrary fashion. The posttotalitarian system is 'permeated by a dense netwerk of
regulations'. 'Individuals are reduced to little more than
tiny cogs in an enormous mechanism'. Their jobs,
housing accommodation, movements, social and cultural
expressions, everything in short ... must be regulated and
controlled. (Black South Africans will recognize this as an
exact description of the apartheid state.)
In the post-totalitarian system the legal code has much
the same function as ideology. It serves both as excuse
and as an 'essential instrument of ritual'. An outside
observer looking at the legal code orthe rules forcriminal
procedure of a country such as Czechoslovakia would
probably find nothing to cause concern. The letter of the
law 'creates the pleasing illusion that justice is being
done'. But such an observer would miss the reality behind
the facade: 'the arbitrary actions of the security forces' or
'the absurdly broad application of several deliberately
vague sections of the legal code'. Nor would the same
observer have a chance of seeing how the same legal
code could 'cruelly and pointlessly ruin a young person's
life' simply for the offence of making copies of a banned
book. And the whole paraphernalia of the law - the ritual
represented by 'judges, prosecutors, interrogators, defence lawyers, court stenographers and thick files', pro·
vides the whole system with legitimacy and 'cohesive
force'. (pp. 73-75.)
Some sections 01 the legal code reler to citizens' rights.
These sections may be no more than 'words, words,
words'. Yet these sections are designed to give the
system legitimacy. When 'dissidents' appeal to these
sections, they certainly have no illusions about the real
nature of the law. But their appeals show up 'the purely
ritualistic nature 01 the law'. 'Demanding that the laws be
upheld ... threatens the whole mendacious structure at
its point of maximum mendacity'. This practice of making
constant appeals is 'another form of "small scale work"'.
And it fits in with the 'dissident' altitude that places 'more
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an elite that knows best; they have no desire to lead
anyone or to 'raise the consciousness of the "unconscious masses". Their influence Is essentially Indirect.
Theyare not 'confronting the regime on the level of actual
power'. Their task primarily is to 'address the hidden
spheres of society', to exert the pressure of 'free thought'.
To this pressure the system must make some responseand it has only two alternatives-repression or adaptation.
Adaptation can take different forms.
The regime may decide to introduce reforms. Such
reforms can never be other than 'halfway measures'. They
'cast a smokescreen over the situation', making it ·'more
difficult to distinguish between "admissable" and "inadmissable" compromises'. Yet it can still be said of 'reform'
that it is always essentially good when it happens
because it opens out new spaces'. (PP. 83-84)

Human Rights emblem on a postage stamp
issued during the Prague Spring

importance on oft-repeated and consistent concrete
action - even though it may be inadequate and though it
may ease only insignificantly the sufferings of a single
insignificant citizen - than it does in some distant
'fundamental solution' in an uncertain future'. (pp. 7577)
The decision to 'live within the truth' leads on to the
defence of human rights. But there is a third stage in the
development of 'dissident movements' - the creation of
parallel structures, the construction of what has been
called 'the parallel polis'.
This development first became apparent with the emergence of what was termed a 'second culture' in the form of
certain types of rock-music. But very SO;Ofl\tre term was
being applied to all forms of non-conformist frtAliebthap.
and artistic activity. Before long the 'second cUlfufif"a .e-.
establishing its own forms of organization. These ranged
from the samlzdat publishing of books and journals to
private seminars and theatrical performances. There was
the development of a 'parallel information service', of
'parallel foreign contacts' and this in turn led to the
evolution of a 'parallel political life'. All this could be seen
as 'a non-violent attempt by people to negate the system
within themselves and to establish their life on a new
basis, that of their own proper identity'. But it would be
Quite wrong to see these parallel structures as representing some sort of 'retreat into a ghetto', or, as has
happened with some of the devotees of an 'alternative
culture' in the west, into an Indian ashram. 'The parallel
polis points beyond itself and only makes sense as an act
of deepening one's responsibility to and for the whole'.
And, as the Czech philosopher Patocka used to say, 'the
most interesting thing about responsibility is that we carry
it with us everywhere'. (pp. 78-81)
What effect are 'dissident movements' likely to have on
the life of their societies? Their importance must not be
overestimated. All sorts of other forces affect the process
of change: international politics, economic developments, power shifts at the centre. The 'dissidents' 'do not
assume a messianic role': they do not see themselves as

A higher form of adaptation comes about when the system
comes to accept 'more or less institutionalized forms of
plurality' - accepting the emergence of new publishing
houses or parallel research institutes, allowing smaller
student unions to replace monolithic youth movements,
tolerating - as happened in Czechoslovakia in 1968 - the
emergence of genuinely independent bodies, such as
The Club of Committed Non-Communists. The 'ultimate
phases of this process' would see 'official structures
withering away ... to be replaced by new structures that
have developed from "below".' (pp. 84·85) But it is
pointless to indulge in excessive speculation. There will
always be 'latent or open conflict' between the system
and those who are concerned to live within the truth.
'Dissident movements' have as their point of departure
'the real, everyday struggle for a better life "here and
now",' 'the everyday, thankless and never ending struggle
of human beings to live more freely, truthfully and in quiet
dignity. This is a struggle which 'imposes no limits on
itself. 'The purity of the struggle is the best guarantee of
optimum results'. (pp. 88-89)
'The absence of a normal political tlfe ... has one positive
I aspect'; 'it compels us to examine our situation in terms of
c.. ifs eeper coherences and to consider our future in the
context of long-range, global prospects'. Here we come
face to face with what the German philosopher Heidegger
has described as 'humanity's ineptitude' when confronted
with the 'planetary power of technology'. 'Only A God can
save us now', Heidegger has said. Other thinkers speak of
the need for an 'existential revolution'. Here political
changes are not enough. Western democracies are just
as much victims of 'the automatism of technology'. In
1968 Havel thought that 'our problem could be solved by
forming an opposition party that would compete publicly
for power with the Communist Party'! Now he sees 'a
renewed focus of politics in real people as something far
more profound than merely returning to the everyday
mechanisms of western democracy'. (pp. 91,92)
Havel ends his long essay by posing to himself the direct
Question: what is to be done? He answers it first in terms
that are of necessity abstract, theoretical, philosophical.
'The direction in which we must go' involves such factors
as 'a new experience of being, a renewed rootedness in
the universe, a newly grasped sense of 'higher responsibility', a new-found Inner relationship to other people and
to the human community'. The political consequences of
this 'new spirit' will be the emergence of structures that
are 'open, dynamic and small', structures that allow for
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'the rehabilitation of values like trust, openness, responsibility, solidarity, love.' In contrast to 'the strategic
agglomeration of formalized organizations' as presented
by the existing state structure, it is 'better to have
organizations springing up ad hoc, infused with enthusiasm for a particular purpose and disappearing when
that purpose has been achieved', (PP. 92-93)
An abstract vision and one more suitable perhaps, Havel
modestly remarks, 'private meditation', And yet he cannot
get away from the thought that this 'vision' of "postdemocratic" structures is vividly reminiscent of the nature
of 'dissident' groups as he himself has known them, 'Do
not these small communities, bound together by thousands of shared tribulations, give rise to some of these
"humanly meaningful" political relationships? .. Are not
these informal, non-bureaucratic, dynamic and open
communities that comprise the "parallel polis" a kind of
rudimentary prefiguration, a symbolic model of those
more meaningful 'post-democratic' political structures
that might become the foundations of a betlersociety?' (P.
95J
From 'thousands of personal experiences' Havel has
found that the mere fact of having signed Charter 77
'evoked sudden and powerful feelings of genuine community among people who were all but strangers before'.
'It is as though the mere awareness and acceptance of a
common task and a shared experience were enough 10
transform people and the climate of their lives'. But
perhaps this is only a temporary situation - the response
of people under threat: the threat and moods will change,
and one must always be on one's guard against arrogance: 'it would be an expression of unforgiveable pride
were we to see the little we do as a fundamental solulion',
Yet as he ends his essay, pondering on the question 'What
is to be done?'. Havel discerns an even deeper question.
Is the 'brighter future' really always so distant'? 'What if, on
the contrary, it has been here for a long lime already, and
only our own blindness and weakness prevented us from
seeing it around us and within us. and kept us from
developing it?· (pp. 95-96)
What is the significance of Havel's thoughtful and stirring
analysis of his own situation as a 'dissident' in a Communist state to those who are actively concerned with the
defence of human rights in South Africa? Before suggesting an answer to that question, one possible objection must be removed. A good many South Africans
may find it highly offensive to see their own country put
in the category of that 'post-totalitarian system' of which
Havel has such vivid personal experience in Czechoslovakia. Certainly white south Atricans, if they were
suddenly transported to Czechoslovakia, would become
immediately conscious of all the freedoms they enjoy in
their own country and that are denied to the citizens of
most Communist states: freedom of expression. organization, employment. accommodation, movement. Black
South Africans on the other hand might well find Havel's
post-totalitarian system strikingly reminiscent of the
network of controls to which they are subjected in their
own land.They would of course also be aware of a
measure of social equality in Czechoslovakia of a kind
that has ne.. . er existed in South Africa.
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Ideology, bureaucracy and law-these are the three areas
where the similarity is striking, It is easy to underestimate
the importance of ideology in South Africa, Outside
observers and indeed most English-speaking South
Africans are rarely exposed to the lull force of apartheid
as an ideology. And among black South Africans and
liberal-minded whiles the ideology arouses such a mixture 01 derision and detestation that it is easy to downplay
its significance, But the experience of conversation with a
supporter 01 the system is a salutary corrective: it does
not take long to discover to what extent an ideology can
completely permeate a person's thinking. Indeed as with
committed ideologues of any persuasion, conversation in
the exact sense of the word - a reasoned interchange of
ideas and experience - is impossible. In South Africa an
ideology so passionately held by those occupying the
commanding heights of the political structure has given
government actions a consistency that would nol have
been possible without this essential strait-jacket. On
strictly logical grounds the indignation of right-wing
critics at President Botha's policy of 'reform' is absolutely
logical: 'reform' looks like an abandonment of some olthe
basic tenets of the faith. On the other hand, as Havel
points out, 'reform' in the post-totalitarian system can
never involve more than 'half-way measures', yet even
such limited measures can have the beneficial effect of
'opening out new spaces'. It is the emergence of these
'new spaces' that causes the hard-liners such alarm - and
from their point 01 view with good reason.
Obviously the National Party in South Africa cannot be too
closely equated with the Communist Party in Soviet Bloc
countries. Given the depth of historicaHribal-cultural
divisions among white South Africans it has never been
possible for the Nationalists to acquire for themselves
quite so monolithic a posifion as the Communists in
Eastern Europe. Bul one has only to consider the way in
which the Nationalists have used their power to make
sure that their supporters dominate the bureaucracy, the
parastalals and the security forces, to realize that one is
dealing with a political organization quite unlike the
political parties found in western democracies. And when
one goes on to consider the ramifications of the bureaucracyon South Africa, then it does not become in the least
unreasonable to see many similarities with the Communist system.
The same point may be made with regard to law. There
can be no country outside the Communist bloc where the
lives of the majority of the population are daily affected by
such a range of regulations as South Africa. And as in
Communist countries the law can be seen as serving both
as excuse and ritual- but with one important proviso. The
western tradition tMatthe judiciary should remain strictly
independent of the executive is still strong enough in
South Africa to ensure that the government cannot
always have its own way in the courts.
'Dissidents' in a country such as Czechosiovakia are
confronted with an immensely powertul state apparatus.
there can be no question of revolt. Is the same true of
South Africa? Obviously not, at least to those inside and
outside the country who favour the tactics of the armed
struggle. But here what Havel and other 'dissidents' have

to say about violence is immensely relevant. Their
profound abhorrence of violence derives from their
conviction that 'a future secured by violence might
actually be worse than that which exists now'. This is a
point with which many people with direct experience of
the effects of violence In South African townships may
find themselves in agreement. Moreover when one
considers the fearsome machinery of repression the
apartheid regime now has at Its disposal, despite its
isolation In the international arena, then it is certainly not
unreasonable to argue that revolt -the conventional
precursor to revolution - does not present a possible
option.
Whatthencanwedo?Theanswerhasalreadybeengiven
by many South Africans, white as well as blacks, who have
succeeded in recent years in creating a whole range of
what Havel would describe as 'parallel structures'. These
are to be found in every field of South African life. In
education with NUSAS and the various black student
unions, with SACHED and other similar organizations and
with all those within the existing structures who have
given their minds to the development of 'alternative'
syllabuses. In literature and the arts, with theatre and rock
groups in the townships, with The Space (In its glorious
heyday in the 1970s) In Cape Town, with literary journals
such as Staffrlder. In the field of research, with such
organizations as AFRA and the various offshoots of the
Surplus People Project. In the Black Sash, in many
Church organizations. In the South African Institute of
Race Relations. In the various Detainee Support Commiltees and Legal Resource Centres. In the newly
emerging black trade unions, and in such political
organizations as the U.D.F.
For all those involved in these various organizations the
element of 'tivlng within the truth' comes from the
rejection of the 'lie' of 'racial segregation', the concentration on the fate of Individual human beings. Those

'Fundamental solutions' are of course a form of utopianism, and to free one's thinking of utopianism is to take
astep nearera proper appreciation of reality. Anygrasp'of
South African realities must certainly involve careful
thought about what Havel, following Heidegger, calls 'the
automatism of technology', Think of atl those processes
that have led to the emergence of 'the surplus people':
farm workers thrown off the land as a result of mechanlzatlon, urban workers with little chance of a job as
industry becomes more capital intensive. Add to this the
consequences of a birth rate which is adding close on
three per cent to the African population every year.
Whatever political solutions may be deVised, here are
factors bound to produce a daunting increase in human
misery.
Consider too the consequences of ecological degradation - the washing or blowing away of top soil, the
destruction of woodlands, the spread of desert conditions. These are of course Issues of planetary signlflcance. They hit many South Africans with a stark
directness. Even the most equitable political solutions
would not have much real meaning unless they served to
set in motion processes that began significantly to
reverse current trends.
Havel follows Masaryk in laying special stress on the
Importance of 'small-scale work'. Czechoslovakia, he
says, would be far worse off but for the contribution of
many hard-working people trying to do the best they can.
'These people assume correctly that every piece of good
work isan indirect criticism of the system'. Thesame point
Is abundantly true in South Africa. One thinks of individual
farmers who cherish their land and care fortheirworkers,
of teachers struggling valiantly tocope with over-crowded
classes, inadequate equipment and unsatisfactory syllabuses; of social workers grappling every day with the
realities of rural and urban poverty; of housewives really
concerned about the well·being of their domestic helpers,
of parents doing all they can to maintain a secure home
for their children, even though 'home' is no more than a
L1~."'sw8"2k in a shantytown ... again the list is endless.

who. transcend ~he barr.lers the regime see,k~ t~ bulld,uP
are Indeed maklng,-qulte ~s much as the diSSidents of
\Q ~!t,l!. \h~
Eastern ~u~ope - a non-violent
system Within themsel....es'. they too ha....e ~~m~ awar...90s,,.
.
, . . .
.
that 'the real sphere of potential politics lies In the
The Importance of Havel s thmkmg IS thaI he provides a
structure in which all such people have a place, a
continuing and cruel tension between the alms of the
system and the aims of life, that is, the elementary need of
structure far more capacious than the fashionable nqshuman beings to live in a bearable way.' they too have
trums of both capitalist and communist societies. He and
created 'informal, non·bureaucratlc, open and dynamic
other human rights activists in Eastern Europe have
brought 'politics back to its proper starting point -incommunities'. They take as their point of departure 'the
real, everyday struggle for a beller life "here and now" '8
dividual people'. They have shown the creative power of
struggle that may focus now on rents, now on busfares or
'free thought', and they have reminded us that 'liberation',
the release of detainees ... but the list is endless.
that 'brighter future', may not necessarily be some far off
almost inaccessible event, that in the 'humanly meaningAnd there are many people in these 'parallel structures'ful' political relationships established between those who
take as one example those working in Black Sash Advice
come together in the parallel structures something
Offices - whose work shows (even though they themprofoundly llberatory has already been established. All
selves may not care to put the point so explicitly) that they
these ideas have a universal relevance but they must
place more importance on 'oft-repeated and consistent
surely have a quite special meaning for all those South
concrete action - even though it may be inadequate and
Africans who see the task before them as the creation of a
though it may ease only insignificantly the sufferings of a
society that is truly just, free and democratic.O
single insignificant individual' than they do on 'some
distant wfundamental solution" in an uncertain future'.
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by Mark Swilling

THE POLITICS OF NEGOTIATION
Recent statements by government and black political
leaders have renewed the negotiation debate. Cynics
insist this is all positioning for the sake of an international
audience. South Africa is depicted as spiralling downwards into a black hole of aimless violence with the
militarised state only succeeding in saving itself by
smashing the black opposition movements. These.movements, in turn, are presented as unrealistic increasingly
radical organisations led by utopian leaders deluded by
visions of armed seizure of power.
This view ignores the complexities of changing power
relations within both the state and liberation movements
which centre around conflicts over how, to Quote Jay
Naidoo, "a climate of negotiation" can be created.
As far as the state is concerned. Stoffel v.d. Merwe's
recent statements concerning the necessity for "talks
about talks" with extra-parliamentary leaders confirms
what highly placed senior oHiclals located in reformist
circles have been saying off the record since the May
election. They maintain the state has painted itself into a
catch-22 position: on the one hand government has
realised that the state's crisis of legitimation has become
so serious that completely new constitutional structures
have to be established to facilitate full representation for
all in a "united South Africa".
On the other hand, the military strategists around P.W.
Botha have taken a hard line on the extra-parlIamentary
opposition and activated the "Brazilian Option" that
effectively eliminates all channels of negotiation with
precisely those leaders and organisations who enjoy the
greatest legitimacy.
The inability of the National Council to attract even
moderate support and the complete failure of the special
cabinet committee on black affairs (appointed as early as
January 1984) to come up with workable solutions
underlines the dilemma facing the state.
What is significant about recent government moves is that
they represent a re-emergence of an advanced reformist
position within the state that was effectively marginalised
in April-May 1986. Up until then the political initiative
within the state was in the hands of an influential group of
advanced reformers located largely in Heunis' Department of Constitutional Development and Planning but
also to some extent in Manpower, Finance, Foreign
Affairs and the National Party itself.
11 was this group that pioneered key policy shifts: the
inclusion of Africans into the RSCs, scrapping of pass
laws, dropping of mixed marriages and political interference laws, and discussion of "regional-federal" options. The heyday of the Heunis empire followed the
cabinet reshuffle in early 1985that destroyed Koornhof's
old Department of Cooperation and Development and put
Constitutional Development in control of virtually every
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aspect of black life. Coupled to this were explorations by
Foreign Affairs into the possibility of negotiations during
the EPG mission.
However, in April-May 1986 the reformists lost the
initiative to the militarists as a result of two key developments. Firstly, in April an open rift appeared between what
PW Botha and Malan were saying and doing and wbat
Heunisand hisgroupwerecalling for. Whereas the former
were referring to "city-states" and independence for
bantustans and defending the detention/imprisonment of
political leaders, the latter were proceeding with the
inclusion of Black Local Authorities into RSCs, backpedalling on independence, undoing influx control and
supporting negotiations between senior government
officials and UDF leaders in Port Elizabeth, Oudtshoorn,
Worcester, Cradock and Uitenhage. Certain sources
explain this rift in terms of a clash in fhe cabinet after PW
Botha refused to accept criticisms from Heunis.
Secondly, the collapse of the EPG initiativeaflerthe State
Security Council decided to bomb the capitals of the
Frontline states represented the final break between the
reformers and militarists. Significantly, whereas now PW
Botha argues that the "renunciation" of violence by the
ANC isa pre-condition for talks, before EPG collapsed the
government had conceded that the "suspension" of
violence would be sufficient. When EPG indicated that the
ANC would be prepared to accept this. PW Bolha and the
generals were struck with the sudden realisation that the
chips were now down and they had to make a choice. The
choice they made activated the Brazilian option whose
objectives were clearly expressed in a speech Vlok made
in May 1986: 1. "bomb the enemy in its bases". 2. reestablish law and order - i.e. mass detentions: 3. "bring
government down to the people" - Le. RSCs; 4. redistribute resources from white areas to upgrade black
areas.
What followed was the national State of Emergency and
the full-scale activation of the National Security Management System at local and regional level. The security
police and sections of the military promised the State
Security Council that township protest, "alternative structures" and ANC support could be eliminated by applying a
sufficient degree of force in a relatively short space of
time. (This is what underlay Craig Williamson's remark in a
June BBC interview that the South American "rugby
stadium" option could work in South Africa.) This would
then restore the state's "position of strength" and refute
the claim that Zwelake Sisulu made at the March NECC
conference that "the state had lost the initiative to the
people." Only after thaI. theya rgued, could negotiations
be considered. Not surprisingly, armed procrastination
was attractive to Botha who was still reeling from the
consequences of the RlIbicon I and Rubicon II 'iascos.

The point is that the strength of the militarists and hence
Ihe marginalisation of the reformers depended on the
success of the repressive strategy. The survival of the
legal non-violent extra-parliamentary opposition and the
re-declaration of the State of Emergencywere indications
of the failure of the militarists' strategy. (Informed sources
claim that it was precisely because he pointed this out
that General Johann Coetzee was ousted.)
It is in the wake of this failure that the reformers have
begun to re-assert their position. Significantly. however,
there is evidence that unlike the pre-EPG period where
the debate was over different constitutional "models",
now the debate is between "models" per se versus
negotiation "processes" - the latter understood as a
much more open-ended alternative.
There is no certainty the reformers will regain the initiative
within the state. The conflict between them remains
intense, with each pushing for different "solutions" to the
crisis. This was most evident in the different election
speeches. For those in the militarist camp (Botha, Malan,
de Klerk etc). the priorities of reform are first the reestablishment of law and order: second, economic recovery: third, socia-economic upgrading of black townships ("Operation Oilspot"): fourth, constitutional solutions to the problem of political rights. For the reformers
(especiallyViljoen and de Beer), raw and order can only be
re-established if the problem of political rights is resolved
as the first priority.

* the reigning in of the militant youth squads who were
becoming increasingly uncontrollable during the first
months of 1986:
* the ending of the three-year schools boycott as a result
of NECC initiatives.

Although organisational consolidation is evident at a
national level and mass actions are still possible under
Emergencycondilions, many local-level grassroots structures have been smashed. This is true for the small
Eastern Cape towns, and some Transvaal towns that were
previously well-known strongholds of alternative structures (e.g. Alexandra, Port Alfred and Mamelodi).
Externally, the slate's internal policies were linked to a
rejection of world opinion that greatly strengthened the
ANC's position vis-a-vis Western government. The ANC is
now more entrenched as "the factor" in the various
international foreign policy formulas than ever before.
More importantly, this entrenchment in western foreign
policy formulas has led to the clarification and refinement
of the ANC'scommitment to a negotiated settlement and
the decline in the influence of the "armed seizure of
power" position.

However, a more compelling reason for this shift in
emphasis relates to the extremely fragile economic and
military position of the Frontline states. There is evidence
thaI these states are unprepared 10 host an ANC movement that is locked into a fulHrontal battle with the
economic and military might of the South African state.
These different solutions depend on different diagnoses
South African destabilisation strategies have already
of the problem: whereas the militarists assume "comreduced most of Mozambique and Angola to sociomunist agitators" and "socio-economic" grievances unpolitical wastelands. Zambia is on the edge of an ecoderlie black unrest, the reformers accept thai the real
nomic precipice with parts of the countryside not much
cause concerns political rights.
betler than Mozambique, and Zimbabwe is very reluctant
As far as the liberation movement is concerned, since thll
:0 sacrifice its mountainous economic surplus for the
national State of Emergency was declared, there is a
sake of the South African struggle. In this light, the
strong case to be made for the view that although its
internal stability and survival of the present Frontline
capacity to strike direct blows against the sta\E\l) s ~~Q.... ~r.fH)_~f¥~~~Rts may well depend on a speedy negotiated
severely weakened, it has nevertheless been L~~Af. ;e:ps~m~ ntof the South African problem. Obviously, this is
strengthen and consolidate its political and organlsa~mlething the ANC cannot ignore.
tional structures. Internally this is reflected in key deIn short, the evidence suggests that internally the trade
velopments:
union and political organisations have not only survived
* the formation of SAYCO despite the difficulties of
one of the most brutal periods of repression in recent
underground organisation:
limes, but have been able to consolidate political and
*th d f
fCOSATUd't It
t b th
't
organisational structures. Externally, the ANC has conforc:s et;n~r~~oke it into :s;:e:~t:~Pc~u~te~rse~~~~~
solidated itself ~nd clarified its position o~ a negotiated
after the Cosat Ho se bomb'ng'
settlement. ObViously the strength of the Internal moveI.
ments will greatly strengthen the negotiating hand of the
u
u
* the holding of several key trade union congresses that
ANC. More importantly, however, what all the internal
consolidated industrial union power and committed the
organisations and the ANC maintain is that a "climate for
unions to a strong political stand:
negotiation" can only be created if all political prisoners
* the ability of the UOF to hold a secret national
and detainees are released, aJJ exiles are allowed to
conference to review and consolidate its position:
return to South Africa unconditionally, repressive laws are
dismantled and the right to free association is guaran*the May 5th and 6th national stayaway against the white
teed.
elections-arguably the largest and most successful twoIt remains to be seen how positions in the interno... ::I
day stayaway in South Africa's history that saw the Rand
external black movements will change in response to
and some Natal townships equalling the E. Cape's
changes in state strategy if reformers regain the initiative.
predictably full-scale support
What is certain, however, is that the politics of negotiation
* the persistence, spread and organisational consolidais going to become the focus of political conflict in the
tion of the rent boycott in allthe key Transvaal and E. Cape
future. How a "climate of negotiation" will be created will
centres:
crucially affect the way the current stalemate is resolved.
* massive escalation in strike levels throughout 1986 and
Whereas the black opposition movements are clearly
into 1987 with the SATS strike representing a clear
prepared to negotiate under certain conditions, there is
example 01 how industrial conflict has been irreversibly
no reason to believe the stale is willing to reciprocate at
politicised:
this moment in time.D

BY Tony Mathews _

APPEAL COURT AND
EMERGENCY POWERS
(With acknowledgements to the Natal Witness)

The 1987 emergency, like its predecessors in 1985 and
1986, sought to establish an "act as you wish" charter for
the security authorities. Amongst other things, they were
empowered to detain virtually at will, to deny due process
to detainees and to isolate them from everyone outside
including their lawyers. Theatlempt to free the authorities
from accountability to the law was substantially but not
completely successful. Severat court judgments in the
Transvaal and Natal imposed some limited but nevertheless important restraints on the authorities. Though
the Minister could order an extension of detention
beyond the initial 14-day period, without giving the
detainee a hearing or reasons, the detainee was entitled
to make representations for his release after his detention had been extended and, for this purpose, to a
statement of the reasons for his detention. The due
process introduced by the courts in this instance was very
limited in scope and came after the event (i.e the
extension of detention) - but il was better than nolhing at
all.
Other judgments upheld the power to control access to
the detainee, but not to deprive him or her of contact with
lawyers. These judgments (despite being contradicted by
the courts in the Cape and the Orange Free State)
resu Ited in the practice of fairly regular visits by lawyers to
emergency detainees in all provinces. For many detainees, this constituted a lifeline and a tiny window on the
real world from which they had so arbitrarily been
removed.
In all these judgments the courts reasoned lhatthe Stale
President's power to make emergency regulations, while
clearly extensive, was not an absolute power but one
which like any other subordinate law-making authority is
subject to court control. Regulations made by the State
President could therefore be declared to be beyond the
limits of his authority or to be an unreasonable or
improper exercise of it. The denial of all due process to
defainees and of access to lawyers were declared by the
Natal and Transvaal courts to be inztances of the
impermissible use of a broad regulatory power. In doing
so they laid down and applied the important principle that
the State President was not accountable to himself alone
but to the law administered by independent courts. In
short, they were doing what judges ought to be doing subjecting state power to the control of the law, which is
what we mean by adherence to the rule of law. They
refused to accept that Pilrliament intended the Stilte
President to be an unaccountable despot.
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The Appeal Court, in its latest judgment on the subject,
(the Omar judgment) has wiped out the small advances in
due process achieved in the lower courts and simultaneously enthroned the State President as a despot, in
practical terms. when he exercises emergency powers. It
declared that "the court cannot substitute its view of what
measures would be necessary or expedientforthat of the
State President"' and thereby gave him virtual carte
blanche to make regulations that eradicate the basic
rights of citizens.
Though the court did say that the State President was not
completely immune from legal attack. it placed an almost
insuperable burden on any person seeking to convince a
court that regulations made by the State President should
be set aside. Such a person, the court declared, would
have to show that Ihe State President did not apply his
mind to the mailer that was in issue. acted in bad faith or
for purposes unconnected with the emergency. A finding
that the State President had behaved in anyof these ways'
in making emergency regulations is about as likely an
event as the Government deciding 10 give up power in
South Africa to the ANC.
It follows that the State President, when exercising his
emergency powers, is an unaccountable despot in practical terms and that by courtesy of the Appeal Court he
does indeed possess an "act as you will"' charter.
The Omar judgment does not directly touch upon a
number of other progressive judgments given by the
Natal Supreme Court. There are two that are of particular
importance. The first declared invalid certain aspects of
the definition of a subversive statement in the earlier
emergency regulations and the second struck down
provisions olthe former media regulations which allowed
seizure of newspapers on the subjective decision of
certain police officers.
Does the Omar judgment nullify these decisions and so
enable the Stale President to restore what the Natal court
had declared impermissible? The answer to this question
is neither simple nor clear but it does appear that aspects
of the Natal judgments have been called into question by
the Appeal Court in the Omar case. Particularly vulnerable is the reliance by the lower court on the principle that
the State President may not act unreasonably in passing
emergency regulations, for example, by allowing the
seizure of a newspaper to depend on the subjective
decision of a police officer. The Appeal Court, in the Omar
case, appears to hold that what the State President
deems to be reasonable in the exercise of his emergency
powers cannot or will not be declared unreasonable by
it.

The grim message sent abroad from Bloemfontein in the
Omar judgment is relieved only by the minority dissenting
opinion of Judge Hoexter and by a Freudian slip in the
majority judgment delivered by the acting Chief Justice
(Rabie ACJ). In referring to the Court's earlier ruling in
Minister of Law and Order v Hurley, the acting Chief
Justice described the person arrested and detained in

thai case as "Hurley". (The detainee was in fact Paddy
Kearney, the application having been brought before the
court by Archbishop Hurley and by the detainee's wife.)
Was this slip indicative of the judicial view of the proper
treatment of turbulent priests - or, perhaps, just an
opportune moment to recall the biblical injunction "Forgive them Lord, for they know not what they do"?O

• • • • • • Review by Marie Dyer

Not Either with Tranquillity
ed. Shula Marks: Not Either an
Experimental Doll Natal University
Press, 1987. A17,SO

This is an astonishing book. It can be read like a short
novel in two or three hours (and is difficult to put down in
that time) but the story is a kind of focus in which is
concentrated a complex range of insights - historical,
psychological, educational, political - into what the editor
calls "the South African condition".
The core of the story is a collection of letters, found in the
papers of Dr Mabel Palmer some twenty years after her
death. These lelters, with an editorial introduction and
epilogue, document some events in the lives of three
South African women- Mabel Palmer herself, lily Moya, a
Xhosa schoolgirl, and Sibusisiwe Makhanya, a Zulu social
worker and community organiser. The letters begin in
1949 when lily. then a lS-year old schoolgirl in Umtata,
applied to Mabel for admission to the Non-European
section of Natal University in Durban.
The main writers - lily and Mabel - reveal enough of
themselves in their letters to make the correspondence
dramatically compelling, and the story is a sad one.
Mabel, with great, even sacrificial generosity, arranged
for lily to enter not (of course) the University, but Adams
College, and maintained her there for a year; but she was
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quite incapable of responding to Lily's desperate need lor
emotional support: Lily's sufferings lrom personal and
cultural loneliness and alienation in the uncongenial
environment 01 Adams were acute. It seems indeed thai
Mabel's uncompromising rejection 01 her appeals eventually precipitated an emotional collapse on Lily's part,
and she virtually fled from Adams to her mother in
Sophiatown, who was living in very reduced circumstances as a domestic servant. From Sophiatown Lily
wrote in her lastletler to Madel "For congenial reasons I
had to leave Adams, due to the fact that I was never meant
to be a stone but a human being with feelings, not either
an experimental doll", She was finally committed to a
mental hospital and remained in confinement until 1976.
During Lily's stay at Adams, Sibusisiwe had been running
a social centre not far away, and Mabel had enlisted her
help and interest in Lily's affairs, but her intervention had
also been inadequate and ultimately unsympathetic.
The editor's scrupulous research and sensitive handling
of these awkward and painfUl events make it impossible
for the readers to make hasty or censorious judgements.
The sub-title of the book is "the separate worlds 01 three
South African women" and although the starting-point 01
the study is the personal indiyiduality of the women (an
individuality which the editor describes as "precious"),
she presents their responses as being also determined
and divided by their differences in qualities like "age,
ethnicity and race", so the women emerge 10 some extent
as intellectual prisoners of their own environments and
their own histories. Thus, for example, although the editor
does not seek to minimise the devastating effect on Lilyof
Mabel's crass, almost brutal fending-off of her personal
overtures, she also gives a lull and sympalhetic account
01 Mabel's own career as an academically ambitious
woman in Britain in the first quarter 01 this century,
indicating the practical and emotional obstacles she had
surmounted, and suggesting that her personal coolness
and imperceptiveness had had to be developed as her
own strategy of survival.
The editor's concern with this correspondence arises
from her perception that it illuminates "more of the South
African condition than the majority of history textbooks:
the generosities, yet limitations, of white liberalism,: the
nalure 01 mission education, the socialisation of black
girls and the dilemmas they confront" It does illuminate
these issues, and many more - but mainly through the
editor's caretul, detailed and elegantly presented research. The wide context and breadth of detail provided
by this research place each individual's responses in
significant perspective, but conversely prohibit any easy
generalisations or oversimplified conclusions. The attitudes 01 Mabel Palmer as perhaps a "representative"
contemporary liberal are thus seen not only against the
background 01 her own individual career but also in
comparison and contrast with insights :nto attitudes of
many other liberals of her time. Furthermore, official
communications from Adams College, personal letters
from staff members, comments from ex-students provide
complex and revealing details about the administration
and values of that significant liberal institution.
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Near the centre of Lily's catastrophe is the overwhelming
(and up-to-date) question of what is the best education for
Black children in South Africa - here more specifically
Black girls. The Anglican mission schools that Lily had
attended in the Cape were providing the same academically-oriented syllabus, and sought to apply the
same standards, as those obtaining in White schools. The
politically egalitarian philosophy of this kind of education
was one of the main targets of the Bantu Education Act,
passed shortlyatter lily left schooL It was this system that
Mabel Palmer with her English background herself
accepted as the norm. (The editor draws attention to the
unquestioning acceptance shared by lily and Mabel of
works like The Admirable Crichton and Strachey's Queen
Victoria as indispensable components of the South
African educational process). The educational traditions
of Adams College, however, were very different. It had
originally been founded by the American Board of Missions, subscribing to a philosophy which (in a quoted
reference) "aimed to train Blacks SUfficiently lor life in a
modern society yel served to limit any challenge they
might pose to White control". By 1951 the school had
been transferred to a local Board of Governors, but some
of the old influences remained in the emphasis on
subjects like agriculture and hygiene, in the insistence on
the students' spending some time every day on manual
labour, and perhaps in the school's general lack of
success in academic exam results (which dismayed Lily).
The kind of informal educational opportunities offered by
the American-educated Sibusisiwe at her social centre
were also based on a philosophy of social upliftment
through practical achievement. Her winter schools provided courses for girls in "knitting, gardening, sewing.
housework. cookery, native craft work and tree planting".
The dislocation suffered by lily (among all her other
despairs) in lurching from one set of educational practices
to another is presented as an image of the deep divisions
in co"!temporary educational and political theories differences which in their turn illuminate today's confused
and bitter conflicts.
The editor's accomplishments as a researcher do not
allow her readers to make hasty personal judgements or
superficial historical generalisations: but her own sensitive involvement with the people whose story she tells
also does not allow her readers to become detached. In
the epilogue she describes her own efforts to continue
the story by tracing lily and learning her subsequent
history. She finds her, and lily's condition gives occasion
for characteristically cogent accounts - both particular
and general - of responses to mental illness in African
society: but it is clear that for Shula Marks the confrontation with Lily Moya, dulled and drugged alter 25
years in unprogressive Black mental hospitals, was a
distressing personal ordeal.
Or Johnson said that "histories of the downfall of kingdoms and revolutions of empires are read with great
tranquillity". But this account of the personal downfall of
lily Moya is a different kind of history: it has not been
written - nor can it be read - with any tranquillity at
alLO

by Leonard Koza _

PEOPLE'S EDUCATION IS A
DEMOCRATIC EDUCATION
In many reactionary and extreme rightwing circles a
negative attitude towards people's education is being
entertained. Because most of the reactionary forces had
been wrongly "educated", it is very difficult tor the totalitarian mind to understand that People's education is
simply an education which meets the demands required
by all the citizens of the State irrespective of colour or
creed.
Nobody can or has denied the crucial fact that education
is essential for human development of a country. Because
education has to do with the human mind the argument of
colour becomes irrelevant unless it is not true and sincere
education as understood in civilized circles. To educate a
person is to develop his faculty of thinking to the best of
his ability. The faculty of thinking is none other than the
mind of a person. What then is the mind if it's not thoughts
and feeling. By damaging the thoughts and feelings of a
person you damage his mind. It means that if the faculty of
thinking is wrongly fed it would'nt develop to required
civilized standards and thus the "so-called educated but
low mentalized person" emerges, so that human minds
reveal inhuman reactions to the realities of the day. After
all it is the developed mind that undRrstands, mends and
moulds and the animal type of mind that divides, breaks
and folds.
What then is the purpose of a people's education? It has
never meant to replace democracy with totalitarianism
but to serve as a yardstick in order to guide South Africa
towards a goal where discrimination. prejudice and
exploitation would be something of the past. People's
education could be defined as the type of education
agreed upon by all sections of the community for the
whole community at large. The syllabus would suit the
demands set by the time to build one unified nation. It
would be an education to produce only free South
Africans irrespective of colour. It won't make masters of the
minority and servants or slaves of the majority. The noble
function is that neither would it make masters of the
majority but it will serve one nation in one South Africa. If
White teachers can teach in Black schools. why can't
Black and White allend the same school?
People's education would make it normal for the pupils of
Epping and Goodwood to attend Elsies River High School
orValhalia High. It would also be quite normal for pupils of
Ravensmead and Uitsig to attend J.J. Du Preez if they so
wished because the syllabus would be the same. The
primary aim of a People's Education is not to build a strong
upperc!assor middle class but toequip the young to meet
Ihe realities and demands of one non-racial democratic
South Africa so that Hippos and Caspirs could take long
leave from school grounds. White hatred and Black tear
would be something of the past. Of course it won't come
overnight. Every South African must work very hard to
make it a reality.
Please don't get me wrong for there will be obstacles,
obstructions and anti-democratic forces who would try to
stifle the achieving of a People's Education goal. There

would be peace, prosperity and human compassion as
soon as there is an awakening realization that People's
Education includes all the people and notonlya section of
the population. We need an education which will enrich
our assessment of human values. Degrees, diplomas and
certificates must not only be obtained in order to get more
financial access to material wealth and then build high
vibracrete walls in order to ignore the working class
neighbour in a diplomatic way. Education should not shut
us off from the working class but it must include the latter
in our development programme. The worker's child
should foresee no problems in pursuing the highest
ideals in the different fields namely science, fine art,
medicine, law and commerce or whatever direction he or
she wishes to attempt.
Ironically, "Bantu" means People, but every sane person
is well aware what the purpose of Bantu Education is. It is
an indoctrination labelled education to make Blacks subserving to Whites. It is an "education" forced on the
majority of Blacks by Whiles in order to ensure eternal
unchallenged privileges for the latter. It is interesting and
yet unbelievable to note that the educated or shall we say
the "certificated" totalitarian mind of the oppressor never
anticipated any resistance from the Black Students. They
were so sure of their dose of indoctrination that when
Black Resistance against Black education reached its
peak in 1976, communists who up till today were never
identified were blamed for kindly telling the pupils that
they were getting an inferior education.
Our educational standard will never improve unless all
sections of the South African population reach consensus
on what must be taught. The neo-colonialist altitude
towards education has forced a great section of the
population to believe that a good standard of education is
reserved only fora certain people, namely the idle rich. No
more does the majority today believe Ihat through fate
they have to accept an inferior education.
No! so long ago a minister of Bantu education forced the
teaching of a language onto an unsatisfied section of the
population. That very minister is partly to be blamed for
the political upheavals which took place in Black schools.
Since then the country's educational policy in Black
schools has never functioned normally. Education must
not be forced on anybody. The minister of Bantu education at that time exposed the motives of Bantu education by claiming "Ons bepaal want ons betaal". Every
South African who loves his country is concerned about
the true and sincere implementation of a People's
educational system. It won't be so easy as adding "three
houses" to "another house", but the dividends would in
the long run be more beneficial to South Africa as a whole.
What is more is that People's education would enable
"Oom Piet" to enjoy his "koffie and Boerbeskuit" without
his "poisonous wapens" or without worrying whether
Boelie is still alive on the border. It's only a people's
education which would teach us how to share the culture
and wealth of the country together in freedom and
peace. 0
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Letter to the Editor

That E'ection
Dear Sir,
The first editorial of Reality's July issue entitled "That
election" contains criticism of radicals who opposed the 6
May 1987 whites-only General Election and labelled it an
'irrelevant circus', "Perhaps", the editorial continues.
"without the 'irrelevant circus' campaign the PFP would
have retained its position as the Official Opposition, and
that would have been very important. .
This approach needs challenging on three levels. Firstly
there is as yet no statistical evidence that left wing
abstention from party political activity or voting played a
significant part in the loss of seats by the PFP. Until such
detailed analysis is available it would be wise not to jump
to recriminatory conclusions. Other factors which will
have to be assessed are emigration, the number of
immigrants from Zimbabwe and elsewhere enfranchised
since the 1981 election and the general effect of
government propaganda and censorship on the minds of
English speaking while voters. If it is proved that radical
absenteeism was so decisive as to deprive the PFP of its
status in Parliament this will show that the white left is
larger and carries greater political clout than is generally
recognized: and that the PFP has been foolish to ignore
its message.
Secondly, one must question the assumption that the
PFP is a party worth supporting. While it has a well earned
reputation as an organization which responds well on
human rights issues, especially in a situation of crisis, in
1986 it lost its two most admirable Parliamentarians to
extra-Parliamentary activity and has policies on economic
matlers and issues such as sport and the SADF which

make it extremely suspect in the eyes of the lefl.
Thirdly, to many left wing voters the implementation of the
new constitution and the tricameral Parliament represented the end of the road for participation in conventional politics, Such decisions were based on deeply
held convictions that a racially based constitution must be
rejected in every possible way: that Parliament has in any
case become an irrelevance in the face of the rise of the
National Security Management System; and that identification with the extra-Parliamentary democratic movement offers a more realistic pathway to the attainment of a
non-racial democracy, Furthermore, this election took
place under a national State of Emergency which constrained to an even greater degree than is normal in South
Africa a free exchange of information and ideas which is
an essential part of political process.
The Reality editorial unfortunately ofters no reasons why
left wing whites should have supported the PFP. which
ran a colourfesscampaign primarily aimed at placating its
right wing, Nor does it acknowledge or give credit to
honestly and carefully developed left wing positions,
From the election campaign emerged a development far
more important than eJecting PFP members to Parliament: The Five Freedoms Campaign and the call from 14
organizations as diverse as COSATU and the Black Sash
fora democracy based on one person one vote in a unitary
South Africa. By ignoring such nuances this editorial does
no credit to a publication with the sub-title a journal of
liberal and radical opinion,D
Christopher Merrett
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